How AvFinity® Stands Out
AvFinity® stands out from aviation’s status quo
by adding value to airlines’ data communications
While airlines long ago tamed the open air above us, they’ve never figured out how to take control of their data
communications that are so vital to keeping order in the skies.
Sure, they’ve tried. But after years of combining legacy and proprietary network providers coupled with the
adoption of nearly every known communications protocol and format available, the management of data
communications has become only more complicated.
Until now.
AvFinity simplifies the complex, multi-protocol, costly world of aviation data communications and its compulsory
multiple connections. We’ve done it through a single, cloud computing-compatible solution called AEON®—
Airline’s Embedded Open Network.
AEON is comprised of AvFinity’s patent-pending software technology that was created to secure, route, manage,
analyze, parse, aggregate, format and transmit massive quantities of data between both similar and disparate IT
systems.
AvFinity built AEON specifically to link multiple systems together so that they successfully communicate without
disruption to infrastructure or without incurring additional capital expense. For the first time in aviation history,
airlines can now have the control they need with cost-effective, open and more flexible communications systems,
and move away from closed, proprietary networks.
The Product
AEON comes in two versions: an integrated services router (AEON AIRS®) and a virtual machine or server-based
solution (AEON® Cloud™). With this single solution, airlines are now able to:
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#OMMUNICATE AGGREGATE AND SECURE VITAL DATA
#USTOMIZE AND ADAPT DATA TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF INDIVIDUAL RECIPIENTS
)NTEGRATE DATA FOR ANALYSIS BY BACK END OFlCE SYSTEMS
'AIN CONNECTIONS TO VITAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND PARTNERS
"ENElT FROM SYSTEMS MONITORING
!CHIEVE SYSTEMS INTEGRITY

AEON augments and supports all existing communications products and systems, serving as either a robust
substitute for aviation’s ubiquitous legacy approaches or integrating with older technology.

www.AvFinity.com

Yet because it is state-of-the-art Internet-based technology, AEON instantly refreshes all legacy communication
aspects of any airline’s data center. One physical or virtual machine with AvFinity’s software technology upgrades
a data center. Install a handful more, and an airline creates an internalized communications system that connects
all nodes in its system while also securing all communications under its complete control.

Future-Proof Your System
Through its ease of use, ÆON installs with no need to disrupt other systems in the airline’s data center. ÆON’s successful
interoperability
with all
protocols
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The following matrix provides multiple value-added reasons why AEON is the future for aviation data
communications.
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Data Stream

Description

USCBP
APIS
Navigator

Direct connection to the
U.S. DHS for filing
passenger and crew
manifests

CBSA
APIS
Navigator

Direct connection to
Canada for filing passenger
and crew manifests

CARICOM
APIS
Navigator

Direct connection to the
Caribbean community for
filing passenger and
crew manifests

CMHP
Next-Gen
Flight Plan
Filing

Direct connection to FAA’s
NADIN II and AFTN using
the most modern
communications protocol

NOTAM
Express

Receipt of U.S. and Canadian
NOTAMs using the most
modern communications
protocol

Weather Sign

Receipt of weather feeds using
the most modern communications
protocol

CDM Express

Participation in the FAA’s valuable
program to bring order to the skies

Type B

Ubiquitous legacy message format

Type X

Next generation message format

HP Shares
Connectivity

Example of connection airlines
need with vital passenger
service systems

Secure Email

Electronic messages with the
lockdown security needed
by aviation

Fax

Electronic paper transmission

Telex

Legacy messaging system

Handles
Multiple
Protocols

Transforms
Any
Format

Assured
Data
Delivery

System
Integration

EZ
Database
Customization Connectivity
Tools

High Speed
Connectivity

Web
Customer
Message
Control
Monitoring

